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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE
THESIS

Martin Andersson

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Trade and spatial economic interdependencies – fundamental
attributes of the world economy
Imagine a map of the world in which one draws arrows representing trade
flows between all countries. Imagine further that the size of the arrows
characterizes the volume of trade and that the color represents the type and
quality of commodities, such that e.g. red represents motor vehicles, yellow
high-quality iron and steel, green dairy products, etc. Once all arrows are
drawn, one would truly have to imagine a map beneath a complex web of
arrows in vivid colors. The picture would illustrate that trade, i.e. the flow of
commodities and services, is a major attribute of the world.
A first time observer of such an image – perhaps unfamiliar with the
world economy but gifted with a general curiosity – would most likely be
inclined to ask three consecutive questions: 1) what does the arrows
represent?, 2) why are they there? and 3) why do they differ in direction, size
and color between markets? These questions call for a comprehensive
understanding of fundamental characteristics of the world economy: trade
and spatial economic interdependencies1. It comes as no surprise then, that

1 These characteristics of the world economy do not only pertain to the current postwar period, in which international and interregional trade – fuelled by reduced costs
and frictions pertaining to information, capital and commodity flows – have grown
tremendously. There are few (if any) societies whose success and development have
been independent of their external trade. Throughout history trade has been a major
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these are precisely the questions that have occupied economists for over 150
years2.
1.2 The aim and focus of the thesis
This thesis, Disentangling Trade Flows – geography, firms and technology, is first
and foremost about the third question. The analyses are primarily devoted
to how countries trade with different destination markets. As would be
indicated by the hypothetic map, a striking feature of trade flows is indeed
their variation – both in terms of composition and size – amongst markets.
These variations imply that trade flows adjust according to characteristics of
markets and attributes of the link between them. An understanding of these
adjustments is imperative for the general analysis of trade and spatial
economic interdependencies. The overall aim of this thesis is to contribute to
this understanding.
Albeit distinct and self-contained, all papers in the thesis build on the
idea that questions related to how and why different characteristics of
markets and links affect trade flows are inseparable from questions
pertaining to which components of trade flows they alter. Trade flows can be
large for a variety of reasons. Disparities in the magnitude of a country’s
export flows between destination markets can for example be ascribed to
differences in (i) the number of exporters, (ii) the magnitude of firms’ export
sales, (iii) the variety of export flows and (iv) the quality of the commodities
being exported. The same principle applies to exports flows of individual
firms. This means that there are plentitude of mechanisms through which
trade flows can adjust. In analyses of aggregate trade flows, these
mechanisms are concealed. As a result, ambiguities remain regarding how
and why various factors affect trade flows. It has for example been known
for years that familiarity with a foreign culture and language augments
trade. Yet, the mechanisms behind this effect have been open to debate.
By analyzing detailed trade data and decomposing aggregate trade
flows into different components the analyses in the thesis add to the
understanding of the mechanisms behind the variation of trade flows across
markets. The first paper in the thesis, Product Variety and the Magnitude and
Geographical Scope of Firms’ Exports, adheres to the export decision of
individual firms. The unit of analysis is firms and their respective exports to
source of prosperity and provided societies with new products, new ideas and new
technology (see inter alia Braudel 1982, Jacobs 1969, Birdzell & Rosenberg 1986).
2 The study of international trade remains one of the largest and most popular fields
in economics.
2
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different destinations. The paper focuses on the role of product variety for
firms’ exports from a two-pronged perspective: (i) as an attribute of firms
that pertains to their potential to recover destination-specific fixed costs of
entry and thus the geographical scope of their export activities and (ii) as a
component of firms’ export flows that adjusts to basic variables, such as
market-size and distance. The firms’ total export sales and their export sales
per market are decomposed and how different components adjust to
characteristics of firms and markets is analyzed. The second paper, Entry
Costs and Adjustments on the Extensive Margin, is devoted to how the
magnitude of the fixed entry costs firms incur by entering foreign markets is
related to characteristics of the link between the origin and the destination
market. It proposes a coupling between familiarity and the size of fixed
entry costs, such that familiarity should primarily affect trade flows by
affecting the number of exporting firms. Aggregate unilateral export flows
are decomposed into (i) an extensive margin (number of exporting firms)
and (ii) an intensive margin (export volumes per firm). The third and final
paper in the thesis is titled Technology and the Magnitude and Quality of
Exports3. This paper analyzes the relationship between technology
specialization and export specialization across regions and how the
correspondence between the technology specialization in origin and
destination alters the quality of the commodities being traded. A gravity
model is augmented with technology specialization variables (based on
citation-weighed patent data) and their effect on aggregate export values
and prices is estimated.
Each of the papers contains empirical analyses of its research questions
based on detailed Swedish export data. Moreover, each paper employs the
basic structure of gravity equations as a tool in the empirical analyses.
1.3 Purpose and outline of the introduction to the thesis
The purpose of the remainder of this introductory chapter is to provide a
background to the research issues addressed and explain how each of the
papers contributes to and are positioned in relation to existing research. It is
organized in the following fashion: Section 2 presents and explains the
essential structure of gravity equations which is used as a tool in the
empirical analyses in each of the papers in the thesis. The section ends with a
description and motivation of a decomposition methodology that each paper
makes use of and explains how it can be applied in a gravity-equations
This paper is co-authored with Olof Ejermo at the Centre for Innovation, Research and
Competence in the Learning Economy (CIRCLE), Lund University.
3
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context. Section 3 presents the papers in more detail. The background to
each paper as well as their respective contribution to existing literature is
explained4.
2. GRAVITY EQUATIONS – TOOLS TO ANALYZE THE SIZE AND
DIRECTION OF TRADE FLOWS
2.1 The basic structure of gravity equations
Gravity equations are one of the most common models applied to explain
the volume of trade amongst market pairs. Their basic structure provides an
intuitive general modeling framework for assessments of how attributes in
origins and destinations as well as their link affect trade flows.
The use of gravity equations in trade analyses dates back to the 1960’s5
and was pioneered by Isard (1960), Tinbergen (1962), Pöynöhen (1963),
Leontief & Strout (1963) and Linneman (1966). The early motivations for
gravity equations were based on Newton’s (1687) ‘Law of Universal
Gravitation’. In its simplest form it states that the volume of trade between
any pair of markets is proportional to their economic size and inversely
related to the distance between them. The fundamental results obtained
from estimations of various forms of gravity specifications – i.e. trade
between countries increases with their size and decreases with the distance
between them – have been described by Leamer & Levinsohn (1995) and
Evenett & Keller (2002) as the most important and robust ones about trade
flows.
The general structure of a gravity equation can be described as follows:
(1)

xrs = AOrα Dsβ f (r , s )

where xrs denotes trade flows from origin r to destination s and A is a
constant of proportionality. Or and Ds represent attributes of origin r and
destination s. The function f ( r , s ) describes characteristics of the link
between r and s. These characteristics may include geographic distance,
more often than not as a proxy for transportation costs, and characteristics
pertaining to familiarity. Transport costs and familiarity are however
For a discussion of unresolved issues and directions for future research, the reader
is directed to the concluding section in each of the papers in the thesis.
5 Thirty years earlier, however, Reilly (1931) analyzed retail trade using gravity
principles.
4
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analytically distinct from each other. The former are the same over a given
distance regardless of market-pairs, whereas the extent of familiarity
depends on which markets are at the two ends. In this perspective, transport
costs are distance-specific whereas familiarity and affinity is link-specific.
The function f (r , s ) can take various functional forms. All papers in
this thesis apply an exponential function, exp {−λ d rs } , where drs denotes the
distance between r and s and λ is a parameter describing the impact of
distance on trade flows (in the empirical applications, this parameter is
estimated)6. This functional form implies that trade flows are decreasing in
distance, but at a decreasing rate. With distance as a proxy for transport
costs, it can intuitively be motivated by transport charges per distance unit
being more often than not lower for long-distance haulages compared to
short-distance ones7. Figure 1 (next page) depicts a classic diagram which
exemplifies how the transport cost associated with different modes of
transport change with the length of haul. The solid bold line traces the
cheapest mode of transport for different lengths of haul. The figure
illustrates that non-linearity between transport charges per distance unit and
distance can be explained by that the choice of mode of transport, with
different transport charges, varies depending on the length of haul.
Gravity equations were initially criticized for lacking theoretical
foundations (c.f Harrigan 2003, Feenstra et al. 2001), but their basic structure
can be derived in alternative theoretical frameworks including Ricardian
(e.g. Eaton & Kortum 1997 & 2002), Heckscher-Ohlin (e.g. Deardoff 1998 and
Evenett & Kneller 2002) and models based on increasing returns and
product differentiation (e.g. Anderson 1979, Bergstrand 1985 & 1989 and
Helpman 1987). Because of this, the empirical success of gravity equations
per se does not provide support for any particular model of trade. According
to Feenstra (2004, p.168) “it simply suggests that countries are specialized in
different products, for whatever reasons”. Moreover, the basic structure of
gravity equations can also be derived from entropy-maximizing principles
(see Wilson 1967 & 1970)8. From this perspective, gravity equations –
6 This exponential form also appears when gravity models are derived from entropymaximizing principles (see Appendix) and discrete choice (logit) models (see
Mattsson 1984 and Anas 1983).
7 This suggests that the relationship between transport charges per distance unit and
distance is non-linear For instance, if t denotes transport costs and d distance, we
expect t=f(d) with f´ > 0 and f´´< 0.
8 The entropy function can be described as a measure of the probability of a system
being in a particular state. The entropy is proportional to the number of possible
assignments which give rise to each state. The entropy-maximization procedure is

5
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independent of any microeconomic foundations – represent the most
probable distribution of trade flows between markets. This generality of
gravity equations vindicates the gravity approach as a general framework9.
Transport Charges

Lorries
Rail
Water carriers

Distance (length of haul)

Figure 1. The relationship between transport charges, mode of transport and distance.

Several studies employ gravity specifications to test how different attributes
of markets and their respective links affect trade flows. Such kinds of studies
often rely on augmented gravity equations in which specific variables of
interest are included in addition to regular ones such as Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and distance. For instance, Frankel & Rose (2002) estimate
the importance of currency unions on trade by augmenting a gravity
equation with dummy variables indicating membership in currency unions.
MacCallum (1995) investigates the effect of national borders on trade flows
by testing how Canadian provinces trade with US states compares to their

then the process of determining the most probable distribution (macrostate) that
corresponds to the largest possible assignments (microstates) (see e.g. Batten 1983
and Batten & Boyce 1986). The entropy-maximizing procedure results in a doublyconstrained gravity model. This type of model is often used to estimate interregional
commodity flows and trip distributions within and between regions. Similar type of
gravity models can also be derived from random choice theory (see Anas 1983 and
Mattson 1984). Some examples of derivations of gravity-like equations are presented
in the Appendix.
9 Polenske (1970, 1980) has however shown that a column coefficient input-output
model in general generates better predictions of interregional commodity flows than
gravity models.
6
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intra-Canadian trade. The author uses a gravity model augmented with
dummy variables for intra-Canadian trade. Sanyal (2004) augments a gravity
equation with technology-related variables as attributes of destinations and
origins and test for their impact on the magnitude of bilateral trade flows.
Moreover, Huang (2007) employs a gravity specification augmented with
Hofstede’s (1980) uncertainty aversion index to assess the effect of
familiarity on trade flows. These examples are, of course, by no means
exhaustive.
The vast majority of studies that adhere to gravity formulations analyze
how aggregate trade flows respond to various characteristics of origins and
destination and their respective links. In empirical analyzes employing
gravity equations, for instance, the magnitude of the trade flows from one
market to another is normally measured either by aggregate export volumes
or by aggregate export values.
2.2 Disentangling trade flows in a gravity-equations context
Each paper in this thesis makes use of the basic structure of gravity
equations as a tool in the empirical analyses. In relation to existing studies,
the papers do not introduce any novel explanatory variables of trade flows10.
In a gravity-equations context the main novelty is instead that trade flows
are decomposed into different components, such that the explanatory
variables’ impact are traced to their effect on various components of trade
flows. A benefit of this methodology is that it brings further clarity as
regards the mechanisms by which trade flows adjust to characteristics
pertaining to markets and attributes of links between markets. Consider for
instance an equation of the following form11:
(2)

ln xrs = ln A + β1 ln Ys + β 2 d rs + β 3 DsFam + ε rs

where xrs denotes aggregate export flows from r to s, Ys the GDP in
destination s and d rs the distance between r and s.

DsFam is a dummy

variable which is 1 if inhabitants in r are familiar with s and 0 otherwise.

ε rs

is an error term. It can safely be conjectured that an estimation of the

10

That is, no new right-hand-side (RHS) variables in gravity equations are
introduced.
11 This example only considers exports from a specific country r and to a set of
destination countries s, wherefore GDP in the origin country r is not included in (2).
7
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parameters ( β1 , β 2 and

β3 ) on data for a set of destination countries s show

that βˆ1 > 0 , βˆ2 < 0 and βˆ3 > 0 12. Hence, country r’s exports (all else equal)
are larger to large countries (in terms of GDP), smaller to distant countries
and larger to countries country r is familiar with (c.f. (A5) in the Appendix).
What kinds of adjustments give rise to these effects? By decomposing
xrs and regressing different components on the right-hand-side in (2), the
effect of

Ys , d rs and DsFam on aggregate exports (manifested by the

estimated parameters) can be traced to their effect on the different
components. For example, it can be analyzed whether familiarity and
market-size primarily affect aggregate export flows by having an impact on
the number of exporters or export sales per firm. This yields further insights
and allows for more precise conclusions about which role these factors play
for the magnitude and composition of trade flows.
All papers in the thesis apply the described decomposition methodology
above. The first paper decompose firms’ export flows, both their total
exports and their exports to different markets, and analyze how various
characteristics of firms and markets alter different components of the firms’
exports. The second paper is closely related to the example above and
analyze the variation of two distinct components – the extensive (number of
exporters) and intensive margin (export sales per firm) – across destination
markets. The third paper analyzes how technology specialization in origins
and destinations alter the magnitude and quality of trade flows.
3. BACKGROUND, CONTRIBUTION AND SUMMARY OF THE
THESIS
This section presents the three papers in the thesis in greater detail. The
background to each paper, their respective contribution to existing literature
and main findings is explained.
The papers are presented in the order they appear in the thesis: (i)
Product variety and the magnitude and geographical scope of firms’ exports
(chapter II), (ii) Entry costs and adjustments on the extensive margin (chapter III)
and (iii) Technology specialization and the magnitude and quality of exports
(chapter IV).

12

These are standard results in the literature.
8
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3.1 Paper 1: Product variety and the magnitude and geographical scope of
firms’ exports
Background
Trade theory has historically been marked by the absence of individual
firms. In standard Ricardian and Heckscher-Ohlin models, the starting point
is two countries and two sectors, where each sector produces a single final
good. The Ricardian model then explains trade by differences in technology
between countries whereas the Heckscher-Ohlin model rests upon
discrepancies in factor endowments. Firms are seldom mentioned even if
they do operate in the background.
The emergence of the ‘monopolistic competition revolution’ (c.f.
Brakman & Heijdra 2004b) in the end of the 1970’s – initiated by Dixit’s &
Stiglitz’s (1977) canonical general equilibrium model of monopolistic
competition in the spirit of Chamberlin (1933) and Robinson (1933)13 –
brought with it an increasing focus on firms in trade theory. The framework
developed by Dixit & Stiglitz (1977), henceforth DS, proved to be convenient
for tackling increasing returns and imperfect competition. Several
observations pointed towards and important role of increasing returns in
international trade, such as intra-industry trade (Grubel & Lloyd 1975) and
efficiency gains from access to larger markets (Feenstra 2004)14. One of the
first applications of the DS model to international trade was made by
Krugman (1979, 1980)15, who provided an explanation for trade that is
independent of any pattern of comparative advantages and paved the way
for the ‘New Trade Theory’16.
See Brakman & Heijdra (2004a) and Neary (2004) for explanations of the popularity
of Dixit’s & Stiglitz’s (1977) formulation over the existing alternatives.
14 Increased efficiency from access to larger markets rests on the assumption that
firms can exploit economies of scale. Feenstra (2004, p.137) remarks that such
arguments were prominent for Canada’s decision to sign a free-trade agreement with
the US in 1989.
15 Krugman (1979) utilizes the ‘variable elasticity model’ in Dixit & Stiglitz (1977),
such that firms expand their production when countries open up for trade (as a result
the number of varieties produced decrease, but the total amount of varieties available
for consumers increase). In contradistinction, the later model in Krugman (1980),
which incorporate the well-known ‘home market effect’, builds on the constant
elasticity model. Here the production by each firm is independent of market-size (c.f.
(A3) in the Appendix). The latter model is the most common one.
16 It is here worth pointing out that the Swedish economist Bertil Ohlin about half a
century earlier maintained that scale economies constitute an important reason for
13
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Because the DS monopolistic competition model builds on representative
firms, its application in trade analyses meant that firms and their supply
decisions started to be treated more explicitly. Each firm produces a distinct
variety subject to internal scale economies. Consumers’ preferences are
characterized by ‘love-for-variety’, such that each consumer has a desire to
consume all of the available product varieties. As all firms are identical, the
implication is that all firms export. This holds even in the case of transport
costs as such costs are variable and merely devour part of the revenues
generated from sales to foreign markets. Hence, all firms export and the
number of exporters from a given origin is the same to each and every
destination market. Moreover, the firms supply the same amount. These
properties, however, stand in sharp contrast to empirical observations.
In the midst of the 1990s, several analyses of international trade based
on micro-level data started to emerge. One of the most influential ones is
Bernard’s & Jensen’s (1995) analysis of US manufacturing plant-level data.
They showed that there are large within-industry variations among plants in
terms of their export involvement and that there are marked differences in
characteristics between exporting and non-exporting plants.
There is by now a large literature which analyses on how different
characteristics of individual firms affect their export activities based on firmlevel data from different countries and time periods (see Wagner 2006,
Greenaway & Kneller 2005 and Tybout 2003 for surveys). In this literature
particular attention is paid to the relationship between productivity, entry
and survival in export markets. A conclusion from such studies is that
variations in export participation across firms can be explained by a
combination of (i) fixed (sunk) costs of exporting and (ii) heterogeneity in
the underlying characteristics of firms (Greenaway & Kneller 2005)17.

trade and that location and trade theory should be integrated fields of research (see
for example his monograph Interregional and International Trade published in 1933). In
passing, it can also be noted that this very footnote was written sitting at Bertil
Ohlin’s old desk. I thank Prof. Åke E Andersson for giving me the opportunity to do
so.
17
These findings have inter alia inspired novel perspectives on the relationship
between trade and aggregate productivity. Melitz (2003) introduces heterogeneous
firms (marginal cost heterogeneity) in the general DS framework and shows how
exposure to trade leads to reallocations towards firms with high productivity. In this
model gains from trade come from selection effects (the least productive firms are
out competed) rather than scale effects (firms increase their production and
materialize scale economies) from trade liberalizations.
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Questions nevertheless remain about which characteristics are important
and how they help to recover the costs firms incur by entering foreign
markets. In particular, questions pertaining to what characteristics matter for
the geographical scope firms’ export activities have not received much
attention in the literature. This can partly be explained by that most existing
research papers on firms’ export behavior rely on data describing firms’
aggregate exports which do not contain information about the geographical
scope of their exports. For the same reason, few studies have analyzed how
the magnitude and composition of the export flows of individual firms vary
across destination markets.
Contribution and summary of main findings
The first paper (chapter I) contributes to the recent literature on how
different characteristics of firms affect their export activities and analyzes the
relationship between export variety and exports at the level of individual
manufacturing firms. The existing literature on firm characteristics and
export behavior has not considered variety in supply as a pertinent
characteristic. However, new trade theory suggests a significant relationship
between export variety and exports, but the empirical literature on this
relationship is focused on the aggregate national level. Moreover, the
empirical analyses in the paper make use of detailed export data of Swedish
manufacturing firms. The data provide information on the magnitude and
composition of firms’ export sales to different geographic markets. The vast
majority of existing (empirical) research on firms’ export behavior relies on
information of firms’ aggregate exports, with no information on the
geographical scope of their exports.
The paper focuses on the role of product variety for firms’ exports from
a two-pronged perspective: (i) as an attribute of firms which pertains to their
potential to recover destination-specific fixed costs of entry and thus the
geographical scope of their export activities and (ii) as a component of firms’
export flows that adjusts to basic variables, such as market-size and distance.
Multi-product firms, i.e. firms which export a set of products, are motivated
by economies of scope.
The paper finds that multi-product firms indeed export more. In a
regression of the magnitude of firms’ export sales on export variety,
controlling for productivity, size and industry heterogeneity, the coefficient
estimate is significant. Thus, all else equal, firms with higher export variety
(number of export products) have larger export sales. A decomposition of
the exports reveals that this relationship is primarily due to a larger set of
11
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destination markets. The estimates imply that 67 % of the relationship
between export variety and the magnitude of export sales is due to a greater
number of destination markets. This result is consistent with multi-product
firms being able to recover larger entry costs and increase the geographical
scope of their export activities through cost advantages.
Moreover, the analysis show that the variety of firms’ export flows is not
uniform across markets, but adjusts to ‘gravity variables’ such as marketsize and distance. The coefficient estimates from the estimation of a onesided gravity equation across firms and destination markets imply that 34 %
of the relationship between market-size and the size of firms’ export sales is
due a larger number of export products. A potential explanation for this
result is larger markets having a larger number of separable customer
groups. Also, the variety of firms’ exports is lower to distant countries than
to adjacent ones.
3.2 Paper 2: Entry costs and adjustments on the extensive margin – how
familiarity breeds exports
Background
Firm-level datasets from different countries reveal strong heterogeneity
across firms as regards their export activities. Many firms do not export and
studies describing the geographical scope of firms’ export activities show
that most exporting firms typically only export to a limited set of destination
countries. Recent theoretical models – Helpman et al. (2004), Helpman et al.
(2005), Chaney (2006) and Eaton et al. (2005) – have shown that marketspecific fixed (sunk) costs of entry combined with differences in the
underlying characteristics of firms can explain not only why not all firms
export, but also the observed heterogeneity among exporting firms in terms
of the geographical extent of their market penetration. Sunk costs of entry
imply that every market is associated with a productivity threshold, such
that firms self-select into exporters versus non-exporters for each and every
destination market. Market-specific productivity threshold combined with a
non-uniform distribution of productivities across firms hence explain why
not all firms exports to all markets and consequently why the number
exporting firms (extensive margin) varies from market to market.
Despite the significance ascribed to fixed entry costs the existing
literature has paid little attention to explanations of the nature and variation

12
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of such costs across different markets18. Furthermore, whether adjustments
on the extensive margin are economic significant and to what extent they
explain variations in the magnitude of aggregate export flows have to the
author’s knowledge not been analyzed empirically.
At the same time, it has been known for decades that familiarity
augments trade flows. Estimations of various types of gravity equations
including familiarity-related variables confirm that familiarity has a
significant impact on trade (see e.g. Huang 2007, Anderson 2000, Loungani
et al. 2002, Johansson & Westin 1994ab, Hacker & Einarsson 2003). As
familiarity has an evident geographical component, familiarity has also been
advanced as a potential explanation for the ‘mystery of the missing trade’
(Trefler 1995). Anderson (2000), for instance, maintains that there must be
‘extra transaction costs on top of transport costs’, since actual trade barriers
and transport costs are too low to account for the difference between the size
of observed trade flows and predictions from standard models. The
estimated effects of distance in gravity models are typically too large given
the size of actual transport costs (Grossman 1998, Hummels 2001). In view of
this, it is suggested in the literature that familiarity pertains to these ‘extra
transaction costs’. Yet, notwithstanding the well-documented effect of
familiarity on trade, hitherto the nature of the costs familiarity influences
and the mechanism by which familiarity enhances exports have to a large
extent remained unresolved.
Contribution and summary of main findings
The second paper in the thesis (chapter III) contributes to the literature by
analyzing the nature and variation of fixed entry costs across markets. It
concurrently suggests a mechanism through which familiarity affects trade.
Moreover, the analysis provides estimates of the economic significance of
adjustments on the extensive margin (number of exporters) and to what
extent they account for variations in aggregate export flows amongst
markets.
The paper proposes a coupling between familiarity and fixed (sunk)
entry costs. Such costs are maintained to be lower if the (potential) exporters
are familiar with the destination market. The main motivation for this is
twofold. Firstly, the costs associated with contractual agreements are
Without fixed entry costs, productivity threshold cannot be defined. However,
Eaton et al. (2005) remark that fixed entry costs is not enough to explain the patterns
described by data (the authors employ detailed French firm-level export data). Both
transport costs and fixed entry costs are needed (ibid, p.3).

18
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typically sunk. A significant part of them are incurred before the actual trade
takes place (i.e. fixed) and are irreversible19. Secondly, contractual
incompleteness is the norm rather than the exception and familiarity –
encompassing informal and formal institutions such as culture, judicial
systems and business ethics – can compensate for incomplete contracts.
A coupling between fixed costs of entry and familiarity does not only
help to clarify the nature and variation of such costs from market to market:
it also suggests a precise mechanism through which familiarity affects trade
– the extensive margin (number of exporters). If higher familiarity translates
into to lower fixed (sunk) entry costs, the trade-augmenting effect of
familiarity on aggregate trade flows should primarily represent adjustments
on the extensive margin (number of exporters).
The empirical analysis makes use of a panel dataset describing Swedish
manufacturing firms’ exports to 150 destination countries over a period of
seven years. The empirical model includes dummy variables indicating
familiarity between Sweden and groups of destination markets. The results
show that the effect of familiarity on the volume of aggregate exports is
primarily due to adjustments on the extensive margin (number of exporters).
The results are thus consistent with the hypothesis that familiarity pertains
to fixed costs of entry and thus impact the extensive margin of trade flows.
Moreover, the magnitude of the estimated parameters show adjustments on
the extensive margin are large and economic significant.
The findings in the paper support recently developed general
equilibrium models that owe to the export decision of individual firms and
incorporate firm heterogeneity, such as Chaney (2006) and Eaton et al.
(2005), and shed light on the nature and variation of fixed (sunk) entry costs
across markets. They also have a bearing on ‘mystery of the missing trade’
(Trefler 1995). Anderson (2000) maintains that there must be extra
transaction costs on top of distance. As familiarity has a geographical
component, the results suggest that these extra costs can (at least partly) be
attributed to fixed costs of entry which give rise to adjustments on the
extensive margin that are larger than motivated by transportation costs
alone.

Sunk costs are fixed costs, but fixed costs are not necessarily sunk. Both sunk and
avoidable fixed costs lead to productivity thresholds, but fixed avoidable costs are
relevant for shutdown and exit decisions whereas sunk costs are not (c.f. Baumol &
Willig 1981). Sunk costs associated with entry cannot be recovered on exit.
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3.3 Paper 3: Technology specialization and the magnitude and quality of
exports
Background
Theory and empirical results unequivocally point to a strong relationship
between productivity and trade. Ricardo’s classic analysis implies that
countries will specialize according to their comparative advantages. These
stem from relative productivity differentials, such that trade specializations
depend on productivity. An analytical weakness of many of the archetypal
Ricardian models is that relative productivity differentials are exogenously
pre-determined. Moreover, ample recent studies on micro-level data show
that exporting firms are more productive than non-exporting firms. One
explanation for this result is that the most productive firms self-select into
foreign markets because they are in a better position to recover sunk costs
associated with foreign sales. Similar to the classic Ricardian models, the
works on self-selection seldom addresses the sources of (ex ante)
productivity differences among firms.
Today it is widely recognized that technology and knowledge are
important determinants of productivity. A large number of studies show
that differences in productivity between countries as well as between firms
can be traced to differences in technology and knowledge (Wieser 2005).
Productivity advantages can be created and maintained by knowledge
expansion and creation, such as R&D and learning-by-doing effects over
time. In view of this, it is natural that technology and knowledge are
advanced as factors of importance for export performance20.
There are several studies in the literature that are devoted to analyses of
how technology and knowledge is related to exports. Examples include
Soete (1981, 1987), Wolff (1995), Amable & Verspagen (1995), Wakelin (1997,
1998), Sanyal (2004), Fagerberg et al. (1997), Dosi, Pavitt & Soete (1990) and
Archibugi & Mitchie (1998). Many of these relate the Revealed Comparative
Advantage (RCA) index after Balassa (1965) or export market shares to
different types of technology- and knowledge-related variables, such as
R&D and patents. The results generally point to a positive relation between
exports and knowledge and technology and are consistent with the view

20

The role of technology and innovation in trade has been recognized at least since
the work by Posner (1961), Vernon (1966) and Hirsch (1967). These authors were
early proponents of the view that comparative advantages can be created and
maintained by investments in technology and knowledge.
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that technology and knowledge accumulation are sources of comparative
advantages and spur export performance.
Contribution and summary of main findings
The third paper in the thesis (chapter IV) bears upon the works cited above
and examines (i) the correspondence between technology specialization and
export specialization across regions and (ii) how the technology
specialization of origin and destination affect the magnitude and
composition of export flows to different destinations.
The main contribution of this paper is the application of citationsweighed patents in the construction of technology specialization variables
combined with an empirical assessment of how the correspondence between
the technology specialization of destination regions and origin countries
affect the magnitude and quality of export flows. The literature has
somewhat uncritically used patent counts to characterize technological
specialization and technological scope of countries. Several recent studies
point to the usefulness of citations as a relevant ‘quality-adjuster’ (e.g.
Trajtenberg 1990, Harhoff et al. 2003, Lanjouw & Schankerman 2004 and
Hall et al. 2005). Moreover, most studies analyze the relationship between
technology and aggregate export (volumes or values), but there are strong
arguments in favor of that the technology specialization of a destination
influence the quality of its export flows.
The empirical analysis rests on two main sources of data. The first is
citations-weighed patent data at the sector-level for Sweden and an
additional 16 European countries. The second is data describing 81 Swedish
well-defined regions’ exports to each of the 16 European countries across
sectors. The Swedish patent data is used on a regional level, such that
technology specialization variables for each region can be calculated.
The empirical analysis in the paper shows that the export specialization
of regions corresponds to their technology specialization. Moreover, by
estimating a one-sided gravity model augmented with technology
specialization indices – controlling for heterogeneity across regions and
industries – the paper further shows that regions with higher technology
specialization export more (in terms of export value) and export products of
higher quality, as indicated by higher prices. These results are consistent
with knowledge and technology being important for export performance
and with regions with higher specialization in a technology being better
equipped to produce high-quality products. Furthermore, the parameter
estimates imply that, all else equal, export flows to destination countries
16
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with high technology specialization are characterized by products of higher
quality, suggesting that a country’s demand for high-quality products in a
sector is positively related to its technology specialization in the sector.
Taken together, the results indicate that technology and knowledge
influence both the supply and the demand structure across regions and
countries.
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APPENDIX Derivations of gravity equations – two examples
As discussed in Section 2, gravity equations can be derived in alternative
theoretical frameworks. They are in the literature most often derived by
adhering to monopolistic competition where all firms produce distinct
varieties, such that countries are completely specialized in different product
varieties. In this appendix gravity equations are derived based on (i) the
monopolistic competition framework and (ii) the entropy-maximizing
procedure. Compared to the former, the latter is more ad-hoc in terms of
micro-economic foundations but illustrates the generality of the gravity
principle.
Monopolistic Competition (see e.g. Harrigan 2003 and Feenstra 2004)
Assume that a country r = 1,…,H produces Nr product varieties. If all
varieties have the same price and are produced in the same quantity, this we
can write the utility of a representative consumer in country s as:

(A1)

U s = ∑ r =1 N r ( zrs )
H

σ −1
σ

where zrs denotes the consumption of a product variety imported from
country r to country s.
All firms in each and every country are identical and produce a distinct
variety under increasing returns to scale with labor as the only factor of
production. A firm’s profits are given by:
(A2)

π = pz − w(α + β z )

The CES utility function in (A1) implies that the mark-up of prices over
marginal cost is constant at p ( β w) = σ (σ − 1) . Substituting this into (A2),
setting π = 0 and solving for z show that the volume of output of all firms
is fixed at:

(A3)

z=

α (σ − 1)
β

Next, the budget constraint is given by:
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(A4)

Ys = ∑ r =1 N r (Trs pr ) zrs
H

where Ys is the income in country s. pr is the f.o.b price of a product
variety in country r and Trs denotes (iceberg) transportation cost from r to s,
( Trs > 1 and Trr = 1 ). Maximizing (A1) subject to (A4) yields the following
demand in s for a product variety produced in r:
(A5)

zrs = ( prTrs ) −σ Psσ −1Ys

where Ps is the price index in country s which is given by:

(A6)

Ps =

(∑

H
r =1

1−σ

N r ( prTrs )

)

1
1−σ

The total value of exports from r to s, xrs , is the sum of the (c.i.f) value of all
product varieties exported from r to s:
(A7)

xrs = N r ( prTrs ) zrs

This can be rearranged to:
σ −1

(A8)

⎛P ⎞
xrs = YsYr ⎜ s ⎟
⎝ Trs ⎠

( prσ z ) −1

where we made use if the fact that Yr = N r pr z . (A8) resembles the basic
structure of a gravity equation. Trade flows between r and s are increasing in
their economic size (Yr and Ys) and are decreasing in the magnitude of
transportation cost between them. (A8) also shows that the monopolistic
competition framework includes the price index in destinations. Naturally, a
higher price index in s increases exports from r to s.
The entropy-maximizing principle (see e.g. Wilson 1967 and Batten & Boyce 1986)
The aim is here to find the most probable distribution of commodity flows
between countries, a matrix G=[Nrs] of commodity flows whose elements
consists of shipments of products shipped between each country r and s, Nrs.
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Suppose the total number of clearly distinguishable products produced in a
country r (Or) and the demand for products in country s (Ds) are known.
Natural restrictions on the column and row sums of the commodity flow
matrix G=[Nrs] are then:
(A9a)

Or = ∑ s N rs

(A9b)

Ds = ∑ r N rs

These restrictions are usually referred to as additivity conditions. In addition
to Or and Ds, it is assumed that the total transportation cost in the system, T,
is known:
(A10)

∑∑
r

s

N rs trs = T

The purpose is thus want to find the most probable matrix G= [Nrs] which
satisfy (A9a), (A9b) and (A10), where Or, Ds, trs and T are known initially.
A macrostate is characterized by the distribution of trade flows between the
countries in the commodity flow matrix. The elements, Nrs, describe the total
flow of products from one country to another. However, it is not known
which products (or shipments) have produced Nrs, only that they originate
from r and end in s. A set of individual shipments which produce a certain
matrix is referred to as an assignment and constitute a micro-description of
the system: the microstate. Many different microstates can give rise to the
same macrostate. All microstates that give rise to the same macrostate are
consistent with the particular macrostate. If all microstates are equally
probable, the matrix G=[Nrs] that is supported by the largest number of
microstates is most probable one. This is the entropy-maximizing principle.
Let N ≡

∑∑
r

s

N rs . The number microstates that are consistent with a

macrostate described by the matrix G=[Nrs] is the given by the combinatorial
formula:

(A11)

W=

N!
∏∏ N rs !
r

s

Taking logs and applying Stirling’s approximation (ln x ! ≈ x ln x − x)
yields:
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(A12)

log W = log N !+ N − ∑ r ∑ s N rs log N rs

In (A12), log N !+ N is constant. Therefore, the most probable commodity
flow matrix is found by maximizing −

∑∑
r

s

N rs log N rs subject to the

restrictions. The constrained maximization problem is described by the
following Lagrangean:

L = −∑ r ∑ s N rs log N rs + ∑ r τ r (Or − ∑ s N rs )...
(A13)

... + ∑ s γ s ( Ds − ∑ r N rs ) + β (T − ∑ r ∑ s N rs trs )

By differentiating with respect to Nrs, the set of Nrs values which maximizes L
and, hence, give the most probable distribution of flows between r and s can
be derived. The solution to (A13) is generally expressed as:
(A14)

N rs = Ar Or Bs Ds exp {− β tij }

where:
(A15a) Ar =

(A15b)

Bs =

exp {−τ r }
Or
exp {−γ s }
Ds

= ⎡⎣ ∑ s Bs Ds exp {− β trs }⎤⎦

−1

= ⎡⎣ ∑ r Ar Or exp {− β trs }⎤⎦

−1

Ar and Bs are balancing factors. These make sure that the conditions in (A9a)
and (A9b) are satisfied, such that the aggregate flows sum to the total flows
in the system. This is a form of equilibrium requirement which is absent
from gravity models derived in the monopolistic competition framework
(such as the above example). In view of the restrictions (A14) is typically
called a doubly constrained gravity model (entropy model). Anas (1983) and
Mattsson (1984) show that the solution in (A14) is equivalent to the one
obtained in a discrete choice theoretic framework (multinomial logit model).
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(A14) specifies the elements in the most probable commodity flow matrix
and resembles the basic structure of the general gravity equation. Or and Ds,
are directly related to the economic size of r and s. The solution in (A14)
states that commodity flows are increasing in the economic size of
destination and origin and are decreasing in transportation cost.
The doubly constrained gravity model is not generally discussed in the
literature on international trade. It is most often applied to estimate trip
distributions between regions, such as commuting flows. Batten & Boyce
(1986, p.369) maintain that two basic weaknesses of the model are (i) the a
priori assumption that all microstates are equally probable and (ii) that
entropy maximization is generally regarded as a statistical approach which
ignores the underlying principles of the behavior of consumers and firms.
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MAGNITUDE AND GEOGRAPHICAL
SCOPE OF FIRMS’ EXPORTS
- an empirical analysis

Martin Anderssonab
Abstract
Preference for variety on behalf of consumers suggests that variety in supply is a
pertinent characteristic of individual firms. This paper studies the relationship
between export variety and exports on a cross-section of exporting firms. Multiproduct firms, i.e. firms which export a set of products, are motivated by economies
of scope. It is maintained that such firms have advantages in export markets through
the materialization of economies of scope. Extensive and intensive margins are
computed by firm as well as by firm and market such that the respective contribution
of each margin to estimated relationships is revealed. In a regression of the size of
export sales on the number of export products, controlling for productivity, size and
industry heterogeneity, the coefficient estimate is significant and positive. Firms with
larger export variety export more, of which 67 % can be ascribed to a larger set of
export markets (the extensive margin). It is also shown that the variety of firms’
market-specific export flows varies positively with market-size and negatively with
distance.
Keywords: exports, product variety, international trade, multi-product firms,
economies of scope
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Chapter III

ENTRY COSTS AND ADJUSTMENTS ON
THE EXTENSIVE MARGIN
- how familiarity breeds exports
Martin Anderssonab
Abstract
Fixed entry costs play an important role to explain the heterogeneity among
exporters in terms of the geographical scope of their export activities. Yet, the
existing literature has paid little attention to the nature and variation of such costs
across different markets. This paper proposes a link between familiarity and fixed
entry costs, such that (all else equal) the cost of entering a familiar market is lower
than entering an unfamiliar one. A testable implication of this is that familiarity
should primarily affect the extensive margin (number of exporters) of exports. This
hypothesis is tested by estimating a gravity equation on a panel that describes
Swedish firms’ exports to 150 destination countries over a period of seven years. The
results are consistent with the hypothesis and show that the effect of familiarity on
the volume of aggregate exports is due to adjustments on the extensive margin.
Adjustments on the extensive margin are large and have a significant impact on
aggregate export volumes. The findings do not only help to clarify the nature and
variation of fixed entry costs across destination markets: they also suggest a precise
mechanism through which familiarity affects trade.
JEL classification: F10, F14, R12
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Chapter IV

TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZATION AND
THE MAGNITUDE AND QUALITY OF
EXPORTS
Martin Anderssona and Olof Ejermobc

Abstract
This paper examines how technology specialization, measured by citation-weighed
patents, affects trade flows. The paper analyzes (i) the relationship between
technology specialization and export specialization across regions and (ii) how the
correspondence between the technology specialization of origin and destination
affect the magnitude and quality of export flows. We find that the export
specialization of regions corresponds to their technology specialization. Regions with
higher specialization in a technology export more and charge higher prices.
Moreover, export flows from regions to destination countries with similar technology
specialization as the origin regions consist of products of higher quality in the
specific technology, as indicated by higher prices. The results are consistent with
knowledge and technology being important for export performance and with regions
with higher specialization in a technology being better equipped to produce highquality products, for instance through product innovations. They also suggest that
destinations with higher technology specialization have a more pronounced demand
for high-quality products in the same technology.
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